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ABSTRACT
BETHANY JOY CONNER:“The Sad or Angry Lament:” An Exposition of African American
Struggles with Issues of Gender in Relationships Depicted Through Works of Literature
(Under the direction of Ethel Young-Minor)

African-American gender roles have traditionally been problematic in regards to studying
the effects of traditional western nonns upon the black community. The purpose of this work is
to elaborate on the particular difficulties that African-American women face when confronted
with rigid social constraints in relationships (platonic, romantic, and familial). AfricanAmerican fictitious literature is adept at depicting the many and varied subtleties and
complexities of African-American female experiences in relationships and presents an intriguing
slant to this topic. Thus, this work is mostly based upon fiction by African-American female
writers who deal directly with the effects of African-American gender roles.
The infomiation gathered for this text derives from African-American literature, criticism
of African-American literature, historical evidence, sociological sources, and feminist theories.
Essentially, this text has confinned that the basis for a large number of problems concerning
African-American gender nornis originates with the necessity of the creation of positive AfricanAmerican female imagery and African-American female autonomy.
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An Introduction
Black female characters have sofrequently been called upon to be strong that strength
has repeatedly overshadowed their tenderness, overshadowed their softness,
overshadowed the complexity oftheirfemininity and humanity. We have really praised
these literaryfiguresfor being superhuman, certainly more thanfemale, which means
that often we have praised themfor exhibiting traits that Western culture has
traditionally designated as more masculine thanfeminine.
-Trudier Harris, Saints, Sinners Saviors: Strong Black Women in African American
Literature
Many readers with a discerning eye for gender based discourse may view Trudier
Harris’ words as a questionable summation of the effects of issues of race and gender
upon the status of black womanhood and on prevalent notions of black womanhood.
Whereas traditional cultural critics have applauded the strength of African-American
women, Harris finds the “superhuman” strength attributed to black women to be an
almost incapacitating hindrance.
According to Harris, the women who are characterized as powerful are
designated as such because they live in “isolated, unchallenged realms of authority where
their morality and physical prowess are all they have to comfort themselves (Harris).” In
other words, black women are the true victims of strength while the supposed anguish of
the men involved in their lives is of slightly less importance; black women are seen as
unnaturally aggressive while black men are purportedly their unwilling victims.
One cannot help but to question Harris’ assumptions. Is isolation really the result
of being an aggressive, opinionated, and powerful member of a household, a community,
or a society? Does the position of such a person vary according to that individual’s
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particular gender, race, and class? Most importantly, in what context should black female
characters within works of literature be depicted when they are described as being
strong?” Historically, black women have been restrained by social norms which have
detenuined their strength to be “unnatural” and “masculine ” The term “strength,” as it
relates to African-American women, possibly originates from the concept that black
women possessed an unsuitable, “manly” trait in regards to their position in the home.
According to the text. Black Feminist Thought, black matriarchs in particular are
seen as “failures” as a women to “model appropriate gender behavior”(Collins 76).
Black women are deemed “strong,” as opposed to being intelligent, forthnght, or morally
upright. Moreover, black women are made to feel subhuman by their leadership
positions in their families. Instead of being seen as capable heads of households, black
women are seen as “aggressive, assertive women(who)are penalized- they are
abandoned by their men, end up impoverished, and are stigmatized as being unfeminine”

(Collins 77).
It’s also possible that Trudier Harris’ assessment of the consequences of being
labeled “strong” derives from a skewed sociological approach to the study of black
communities. Patricia Bell Scott maintains in, “Debunking Sapphire: Toward a NonRacist and Non-Sexist Social Science” that “the black matriarchy thesis or perspective is
representative of a ‘social problems’ approach to the Black experience which became
popular in the 1960s...According to contemporary Black matriarchy theorists. Black
women have had, and continue to have, an unnatural dominant role in Black families, and
this role has had deleterious effects upon Black society”(86).
The pseudo scientific study that promoted the notion that black women should not
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have a dominant role in black households has only exacerbated problems within black
communities concerning power dynamics. It has done so by encouraging the use of
western nonns regarding gender roles in African-American communities which are not
necessarily readily applicable to black households.
In short, can Harris’ analysis of Black female characters be correct in the sense
that the judgment of those characters is almost certainly embedded within a false
construction of the “problems” faced by the African-American community? So, precisely
what appraisal of the treatment of Black female characters in literature can be decided
upon as a “true” representation of the ways in which tropes of black womanhood affected
their lives and the lives of their families, friends, and significant others? Needless to say,
the answer is a complicated one that involves the careful deconstruction of discourse
rooted in gender, racial, and social class issues while simultaneously scrutinizing the
method by which this discourse is interpreted by creators offiction and poetry.
All relationships among African-Americans, whether they are platonic, familial,
or romantic, are generally shaped by concepts of subtle nuances of gender issues
entrenched within society. Yet, they are affected in different ways according to the
particular notion of gender that correlates with the sort of relationship. In order to
detennine accurately how the relationships are affected, one must first locate the origins
of the notions of gender.
One must then discover how the significance of the origins has played an
important role in the gamering of not only a sense of positive selfhood for both AfricanAmerican women and men, but also an awareness of the possibility of negative effects
upon the attainment of a positive selfhood and healthy relationships due to remnants of
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underlying tenets of a patriarchal society. Pinpointing the roles of gender notions upon
the attainment of selfhood and relationships among African-Americans is difficult in that
the intertwining of societal mores and prejudices of race, gender, and class have been so
ingrained within the psyches of all Americans.
It can be argued that large numbers of black men or women have experienced the
painful realization that one cannot separate adherence to one’s race or gender. The
attempt to do so would arouse feelings of disloyalty and a double-consciousness that
cannot easily be confronted or conclusively defined and maintained. Perhaps this is fact
is best illustrated through a description of W.E.B. Dubois’ hypothesis of“double
consciousness in the black community. Though his hypothesis applies to the AfricanAmerican community as a whole, the theory still holds true when considering the
difficulties involved in the precarious position of African-American gender norms.
DuBois states, “but only lets him see himself through the revelation ofthe other
world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking
at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that
looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,--an American, a
Negro; two warring souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in
one dark body”(Dubois, 1903). The “twoness” of self and “the sense of always looking
at one’s self through the eyes of others” that Dubois describes accurately depicts the
plight of African-Americans who are heavily influenced by western gender norms. It
reflects the struggle of needing to create a sense of self, but still relying upon cultural
nornis to attain “nonnalcy” and an elusive successful position in society.
An example of this problem existed during the early 1990’s when Afncan-
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Americans were directly confronted with not only the intricacies of gender bias, but also
the anxiety associated when black gender issues are displayed prominently in the public
forum. Many African-Americans were perplexed as to the “proper,” collective response
that should have been issued by the African-American community in recognition ofthe
senate confinnation hearings in 1991 of the then Supreme Court Justice nominee
Clarence Thomas. Anita Hill, a professor of law at the University of Oklahoma, accused
Thomas of sexual harassment when she was employed by him at the Department of
Education and the Equal Opportunity Employment Commission.
Though Thomas alleged that Hill used her race as a “crutch,” he later described
the proceedings against him as a “high-tech lynching for uppity blacks.” Thomas
successfully turned the public attention’s away from Hill’s allegations and towards the
fact that Thomas was a black man being openly censured by white men for his sexual
impropriety. Anita Hill became both a non-entity and a traitor to her race because she
had sided with powerful white men in denunciating a black man. Her status as a black
woman was inconsequential and her allegations of sexual abuse were irrelevant. She was
seen as an individual without a race or desperately clinging to the hope that the white
elite would share their status and condition with her.
Nevertheless, Hill, the youngest of thirteen children bom to mral fanners, was
never recognized by her experiences as a black woman by the African-American
community, but merely the fact that she had chosen to be “disloyal.” Hill encountered a
number of embittered individuals from the black community who “couldn’t bear to see an
African-American’s behavior publicly exposed.” Some asked for her resignation as a
professor while others believed that the University of Oklahoma law school should have
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been “abolished” if she wasn’t fired.
At a conference entitled, "Sexual Harassment: The Decade After," Hill poignantly
reassessed her standing both during and after the proceedings. Hill stated:
IJ you think about the way the hearings were structured, the hearings were really
about Thomas'race and my gender. It was as ifI had no race or that my race
wasn't significant in the assessments that people made about the truthfulness of
my statements. How do you think certain people would have reacted ifI had come
forward and been white, blond-haired and blue-eyed? And1 willjust give you one
name: Strom Thurmond.
Hill accurately detennined another point of issue involved in this event: the designation
of differing types of gender to American women according to race and class. In short.
Hill’s experiences would have been drastically different had she been viewed as a woman
with the same gender, i.e. womanly characteristics attached to race and social class, as a
white woman.
In Elsa Barkley Brown’s article.

What Has Happened Here’: The Politics of

Difference in Women’s History and Feminist Politics” she provides the precise
methodology to describe the phenomenon alluded to by Hill. Brown’s methodology
involves the complicated and delicate issue of the existence of a diversity of gender
identities in American society whereas the majority ofthose varied identities are socially
unacceptable.
She states,“We have still to recognize that all women do no have the same
gender. One important dimension of this would involve understanding the relationship
between white women and white men as shaped by the race. This speaks not just to the
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history we write but to the way we understand our own lives.” Neither the AfricanAmerican community nor the white community was willing to concede that not only
would a different situation have arisen if Hill had been a white woman, but also that this
complicated entanglement of race and gender actually provoked a largely biased reaction
predominately in the African-American community.
Hill offers as a possible explanation of the perplexing state of events: “The real
problem is that the way that power is given out in our society pits us against each other.
Race, gender and class are all used to keep power away from people. What we really
need to be understanding is that all of these things matter and they all stem from the fact
that certain people live with power and authority and they want to maintain it”(qtd in
Palmer). A significant portion of the African-American community not only failed to
address the racial and gendered issues concerning the proceedings, but also neglected to
recognize a particularly powerful method of controlling power dynamics in America.
Nevertheless, it is not difficult to determine why black individuals overlooked this
occurrence because of the many ways in which power dynamics involving race and
gender are internalized and consistently reinforced by mainstream society.
Almost all American gender norms are constructed as a response to a desire for
superiority (i.e. racial, social, or economic) and societal stability. Traditional gender
nomis, as they are applied to African-Americans, are nearly entirely derived from racist
ideals, created and promoted during the slavery era and beyond, to ensure that white male
supremacy could not be subverted. Black men, women, and children had to be portrayed
as an inferior “other” in order to sustain this way of life.
As relegated to the lowest social strata, African-Americans were forced to
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contend with the belief that because their experiences deviated from the sense of
nonualcy that the white majority created and reinforced, they were unable to attain a
complete and unwavering humanity. This virtually unattainable status for AfricanAmericans was deemed only to exist through the proper channels of race, gender, and
class.
The prevalence and nature of the aspects ofthis systemic discrimination vary
widely. However, the general effect is to provide a continuous method of dehumanizing
and marginalizing African-Americans. In the past, many individuals were fond of
reiterating the notion that “a race could rise no higher than its women”(White 63). This
concept is at root of the struggle to achieve racial uplift by transcending the belief that
black women were not human beings.
Evidence of this tendency to confine black women to the status of subhuman
creatures can readily be discerned in Sandra L. Gilman’s essay entitled “Black Bodies,
White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century
Art, Medicine, and Literature.” Gilman argues that iconography gives strength to the
idea that images can “focus the viewer’s attention on the relationship between the
portrayed individual and the general qualities ascribed to the class”(223). In short,
Gilman believes that certain images coax observers into only recognizing specific
qualities associated with a group, usually stereotyped characteristics.
She also astutely mentions that “specific individual realties are thus given mythic
extension through association with the qualities of a class”(223). Gilman’s research
deals primarily with the ways in which nineteenth century representations of the
Khoikhoi women, a South African tribe tenned “Hottentots” by European settlers.
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eventually came to represent all women of African descent.
These representations are also the basis for a correlation between African women
and highly sexualized women or prostitutes. The iconography studies by Gilman
included an exaggeration and emphasis of the buttocks and a tendency to construe black
women’s sexual organs as abnonnal with supposed errors in the development ofthe labia,
clitoris, and placement of the hymen. Gilman refers to Havelock Ellis’ perception of the
motivations of the “sexualized Other” in the fourth volume of his “Studies in the
Psychology of Sex.
Ellis believed “that there is an absolute scale of beauty which is totally objective
and which ranges from the European to the black. Thus men ofthe lower races...admire
European women more than their own, and women of lower races attempt to whiten
themselves with face powder”(237). Ellis did not consider the fact that beauty is not
“totally objective” or that the result of the iconography of the nineteenth century and
beyond had encouraged the rejection of any positive imagery of African-Americans.
Black men and women were consequently denied any of the rights and privileges
afforded to individuals of European descent no matter what was the extent of their
intellect or physical attractiveness. Though the fonnation of discriminatory delineations
against African-Americans greatly damaged the ability of the community to attain the
rights and recognition of citizenry, the virtual total and unintentional absorption of the
racist and sexist stereotypes have beleaguered blacks throughout the centuries as an
impetus for stinging criticism and hatred.
For example, in the late nineteenth century James Jacks, the white president of
the Missouri Press Association, attempted to discredit Ida B. Wells and all black women
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by labeling them as “prostitutes and thieves”(White 65)The African-American women
of the era joined ranks to form clubs such as the National Association of Colored Women
to combat such prejudices, but were shocked to find that such sentiments were prevalent
among black men. W. J. Gaines, a bishop in the African Methodist Episcopal Church,
wrote a book entitled The Negro and the White Man,one year after the formation ofthe
NACW in which he characterized black women as failures of the race for neglecting to
be a “keeper at home” and to keep “herself chaste and pure”(White 78).
The internalization of racist and sexist ideals by both black and white
communities have had dramatic effects upon the literature produced by AfricanAmericans, especially black women. Trudier Harris ventures that this engrossment in
subconscious prejudiced attitudes has dramatically influenced the manner in which black
writers have constructed their characters. She states, “I argue that African-American
female characters as constructed by African-American writers ofthe twentieth century
have been shaped in reaction to the larger society’s conceptions of what black women
were or should be. In trying to avoid playing into the hands ofthose who would malign
black women, African-American writers moved towards safe images, safe patterns of
representations”(Harris 19)
In short, the construction of black female characters is still very much rooted in
misconceptions of the characteristics of African-American women. The notion of
supposedly “safe images, safe patterns of representations” basically confines the social
advancement and expansion of black women in literature and beyond to stereotypical
notions of a “good” black woman. This good, black woman was almost always in the
position of a caretaker, or a “mammy” figure.
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The same strong, asexual figure that Harris states that “From the vantage point of
slavery and the history of black women’s care giving and other roles in relation to white
Americans, it is understandable that such images would have been constructed to soothe
the constructors ...Those comforting images range from the large black women who keep
black men in line for white Americans, to the very large black women who are eternally
happy to be in the kitchen making pancakes for white charges, to the mammy figures
specifically conceived to provide broad bosoms of comfort for whites”(2).
The mammy figure became an almost positive symbol for African-American
writers and the black community in general because of its supposed negation of negative
images of black women, when in fact, those images were promoting the notions of black
women as subhuman creatures capable of not only being restricted to kitchens and
nurseries, but also removed from the very terms of the English language that could have
allowed to be at least seen as women to be respected and admired.
However, literary critics such as Trudier Harris manipulated the fact that mammy
figures were often the lone figures of an imagery that did not completely denigrate black
women. Harris states that the representation of strong, black women are reflections of a
stagnant gender role. Still, she neglects to acknowledge that such figures are used in
African-American literature as the cornerstone of a more positive imagery. She also fails
to recognize the fact that any cultural figures have their roots not in the inability of the
African-American community to create new reflections of cultural identity, but in the
inability of the mainstream society to allow the fonnation of progressive and positive
black imagei*y.
For instance, the most prevalent presumptions based upon the personas of
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African-American women in literature stem from the position of a patriarchal society that
precludes the ability of black women to become “ladies” or proper women. Black men
were also denied the role of“gentlemen” or proper men. Both black men and women
were denied these designations in order to separate them from inclusion in the upper
echelon of society and refused the power held by whites to resist subjugation.
Though the terais “ladies” and “gentlemen” often connote images of a more
privileged social standing, in reality, it was simply a means of creating barriers to social
elevation and economic opportunities through language.
As a result of this categorizing, African-American men and women were exposed
to every possible pemiutation of racial and gender bias. While not being seen as either
masculine or feminine continues to prove to be one of the more significant factors in the
existence of skewed gender notions in the African-American community, the persistence
of the belief that black men and women are subhuman has provoked the most visceral
response of outrage and the most cruel treatment.
An example of the discriminatory practice of stereotypical classification of black
womanhood involves the renowned early crusader for women’s rights. Sojourner Truth.
Sojourner Truth’s impassioned speech,“Ar’n’t I a Woman” speech served to generate a
discourse on black womanhood. Truth, an ex-slave who traveled the United States
preaching to abolitionist circles, was often forced to bear her breast to curious spectators
in order to verify the fact that she was female.
In “Ar’n’t I a Woman,” Truth affimis her womanhood by discrediting the belief
that women could be “lifted ober ditches, and to have de best place every whar”(qtd. in
Feminist.com). The definition of a woman could also be applied to someone such as
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Truth who stated, “I have plowed, and planted, and gathered into bams, and no man
could head me...1 could work as much and eat as much as a man(when I could get it).
and bear de lash as well...1 have borne thirteen chilem and seen em mos' all sold off into
slavery, and when I cried out with a mothers grief, none but Jesus heard...and Ar’n't I a
woman?”(qtd. In Feminist.com).
Sojourner Tmth granted a differing view to the designation of womanhood and
the privileges associated with that label. She also discarded the perception that black
women should be affiliated with an inferior, subhuman status simply because society
generalized and marginalized their experiences in order to relegate them to the lowest
strata of society. The rationale behind the discriminatory treatment of black women
because of their alleged lack of western ideals offemininity or even humanity can also be
affiliated with a whole host of other biased views of black manhood and womanhood.
The paradigm of the “strong, black woman” though occasionally seen as related, can be
contrasted with that of the “pickaninny,” “zip coon,” “sambo,“ and “mammy.“
The latter extremely negative portrayals of African-Americans centered on blacks
as completely oblivious to reality, perpetually easygoing, content on appeasing the white
majority, and uncivilized. The notion of the strong, black woman was created and
encouraged in response to the existence of the tremendously wounding stereotypical
notions that sought to disempower blacks. Nevertheless, from contemporary viewpoints,
while the strong, black woman can be sometimes be seen as empowering,some find the
representation to be overpowering and even disheartening to the African-American
community in that it traditionally only depicted a one-sided view of black womanhood
and reinforced the belief that African-Americans were perpetually happy as subservient
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domestics and laborers.
The Black community responded to the negative portrayals by refuting the
importance of the standard of the strong, black woman in a variety of ways. Because
African-Americans were viewed as savages, western ideals, which often equated
savagery with an inability to maintain self-control, bestowed upon the black community
the stigma of hypersexuality. Throughout the twentieth century, black men implored
black women to refrain from seeking employment and to exhibit a more western feminine
ideal in order to combat these images. Both black men and women suffered greatly from
this characterization as it was seen as either a direct threat to white male dominance or a
justification for sexual abuse.
To spur an impetus to change prevailing notions of black sexuality, AfricanAmericans sought ways in which to restrict the ability of others to condemn black women
as jovial caretakers and oversexed Jezebels. One option was to mirror the conventional
structures of Caucasian households. As stated previously, studies of African-American
families focused on the lack of definitive gender roles within a large number of black
families, e.g. the existence of a male breadwinner and a female homemaker. These
studies were influenced by previous ideals of a woman’s“ proper place.” Instead of
being forced to perpetuate the myth of the black community as an inferior, docile labor
force, many believed that black women should remain in the home to uphold their
specialized “sphere of morality.
The sentiment shared by the supporters ofthese views held that “from pure
womanhood must necessarily follow pure homes and from pure homes will spring a
people strong in intellect, morals and religion”(White 44). In short, in order to uplift the
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race, black women were encouraged to be homemakers, but to leave the “worldly” sphere
of enfranchisement and civil rights to black men.
As the black middle class expanded throughout the centuries, so too did its
influence and its insistence that in order to challenge white male authority, negative
stereotypes had to be fought with the existence of positive representations of AfricanAmerican women as predominate caretakers of black families. In addition to the obvious
economic difficulties associated with attaining this ideal, the acquisition ofthese
representations were not without significant costs to the well-being of relationships
amongst blacks.
Though the black middle class desired those representations to be reflective of all
African-Americans, the task of actually modifying them fell disproportionately to
African-American women. In Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham*s essay “African-American
Women’s History and the Metalanguage of Race,” Higginbotham states “The black
woman came to symbolize, according to Sander Gilman, an ‘icon for black sexuality in
general ’”(11). Black women were forced into a “culture of dissemblance,” or a state in
which chastity, invisibility, and a strict adherence to Victorian ideals of repressed
sexuality was seen as the only option in the reclaiming of black sexuality.
Also, black women were forced to limit their own desires for autonomy and a
focus upon their own unique issues of the intersections of race and gender in order to
assist” the enrichment ofthe entire race. The enrichment of the race meant that black
women should sacrifice their own beliefs, values, and goals for those of black men. “A
Black Feminist’s Search for Sisterhood,” an essay by Michele Wallace, provides a
thought-provoking and poignant account of encountering the belief that a black man’s
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search for selfhood should surpass that of a woman’s in importance. Wallace describes
her experience with such a state of affairs during the early days ofthe Civil Rights
movement:
/ am reminded ofa conversation 1 had with a brother up at City College one mild
spring day. We were standing on a corner infront ofthe South Campus gates and
he was telling me what the role ofthe Black woman was. When a pause came in
his monologue,I asked him what the role ofthe Black man was. He mumbled
something about, "Simply to be a man.” When 1suggested that might not be
enough, he went completely ape. He turned purple. He started screaming. "The
Black man doesn'/ have to do anything. He’s a man he’s a man he 5 a man!”(9)
She further declared that as a black woman she was on “probation” and watched
for any “signs of aggressiveness, intelligence, or independence” which would mean the
denial of the only role left for black women as keeper of house, children, and incense
burners.” Wallace expresses the perplexing and painful dilemma of subscribing to the
belief that to hinder the progress of Black women is to support the progression of all
African-Americans while simultaneously desiring to create a new definition of black
womanhood through non-traditional roles and a supposed lack of“genuine” femininity.
Wallace asserts she “grew increasingly desperate about slipping up” and that “black men
were threatening me with being deserted, with being alone. Like any ‘normal’ woman,I
eagerly grabbed at my own enslavement”(7).
The association of the oppression of black women’s voices with the attainment of
black manhood is only one aspect of the struggle to conceive positive characterizations of
black masculinity and femininity, black manhood and black womanhood. Other aspects
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included the fears associated with a rejection of commonly held principles of gender and
sexuality: such as homophobia, issues of socio-economic stability in households, a sense
of competition across divisions of race and sex, etc. All facets have considerable
influence upon the fonnation and disintegration of relationships between AfricanAmerican men and women. These dynamics are most clearly seen in the works of
several African-American writers, poets, and literary critics.
In particular, some black literary critics are ostensibly swayed by issues of gender
nonns in their communities and the ways in which literature does or does not project
certain “necessary” images of black men and women. These necessary images are
supposedly positive and “correct” depictions of gender. Whereas, in the past, critics were
attempting to create uplifting, progressive portrayals of African-Americans to negate
detrimental images, today, some critics are pressuring writers and poets to produce work
that is more aligned with more conventional ideals of masculinity and femininity.
Trudier Harris’ evaluation of the treatment of black female characters is that such
a dismissal of their ability to create a womanhood that is more akin to that of
conventional values causes an irreparable harni to the black community and further sways
mainstream society’s views of black women. She uses a character from Alice Walker’s
“Everyday Use” as an exemplar for her argument that the black community’s acceptance
of the stereotype, the “strong, black woman” is detrimental. Alice Walker’s character,
Mrs. Johnson, is described as a “large, big-boned woman with rough, man-working
hands.” She depicts herself as a woman who “wear(s)flannel nightgowns to bed and
overalls during the day” and “can kill and clean a hog as mercilessly as a man”(13).
Harris contends that “I am certainly not suggesting that masculinity is to be
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equated with negativity. What I am suggesting is that the process of ascribing attributes
to one’s self that are usually identified with another gender in and of itself reflects a
problematic conception of the self” She further states that “there is no indication in the
text that Mrs. Johnson wants to be a man. Yet the features that she emphasizes about
herself and perhaps finds most attractive and affirming-size, physical endurance, and lack
of emotion- are ones that, reflective of the values of her society, she associates with men”
(14). What exactly can be determined as a “problematic conception of the self’ in
regards to Mrs. Johnson’s supposedly distorted sense of gender roles?
Harris maintains that her line of reasoning should not be mistaken for a harangue
against masculinity, however, her reasoning could very well be understood as an
incursion against the acceptance of gender nonns disparate ofthose normally held by the
majority of members of society. Harris is concerned with the fact that AfricanAmericans have committed a great disservice to themselves because they have created a
“superhuman” woman, which could also be seen as a woman seen as more
conventionally masculine than feminine, or one ofthe classic models of black
womanhood. She has stressed that black female characters that are included in this
definition often suffer deep psychological scarring or some other ill-fated happenstance
as a result of their approval of a pseudo-masculine ideal.
She has warned that the black community must confront the fact that women who
also reflect this ideal in their day to day lives are, in actuality, hindered from creating a
“suitable” ideal, or one in which women aren’t faced with seemingly unconquerable odds
such as single-parenthood, unemployment and underemployment, sub par healthcare, a
prejudiced environment that reflects both racist and sexist principles, etc.
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Yet, what is a more suitable ideal? Is the possession of commonly held standards
of femininity the answer to all ofthe problems facing African-American women and is
the ownership of less commonly held standards offemininity aggravating those
problems? 1 would challenge the anxiety held by Harris and others who share her views
as an extension of the apprehension felt by the very audience that Harris states AfricanAmerican authors are attempting to discredit; an audience that approves of only western
ideals of masculinity and femininity and that has traditionally viewed both AfricanAmerican men and women as child-like, savage, animalistic and subhuman. What Harris
has neglected to include in her analysis of black female characters and their relationships
with others is the fact that such characterizations and relations can neither be easily
classified nor explained as a hindrance to African-Americans simply because they stray
from the nonn.
Harris essentially generalizes that works offiction that present African-American
women as strong are inferior because they do not assume a feminine ideal that basically
confines the social advancement and expansion of black female identities in literature to
stereotypical notions. Harris does not take into consideration that black female writers
are possibly reflecting the gender dynamics in their communities without resorting to
gross representations and offering a means of acceptance to women of the AfricanAmerican community who do not conform to the western model of womanhood.
African-American women writers did not desire to create or recycle stereotypes; they
wished to encourage the freedom of black women to define themselves, apart from social
convention and hurtful historic ideals of black womanhood
In several works by African-American novelists and poets, women are presented
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in ways that do represent a possible “problematic sense of self.” This is not because
black women are the victims of their own undoing due to their supposed rejection of
gender nonns that would provide racial uplift, but rather because these literary artists are
depicting the hardships that are forced upon black women who choose not to align with
these notions of gender normalcy. The pressures ofsociety to conform to certain ideals
have plagued black women throughout the centuries.
Yet, black women have successfully fought horrendous sexist and racist images
in favor of a new standard of black womanhood. Why now should a concept, such as that
of the strong, black woman, be associated with the hurtful mammy image in order to
coerce black women into acquiring more western feminine characteristics? It is difficult
for some members of society to cope with differing cultural norms relating to gender and
find it necessary to promote traditional nonns that will supposedly obtain progress for all
black people.
As stated previously, during the twentieth century, many believed that black
women should relegate themselves to an inferior position to that of black men so that
they may more easily attain a similar status to that of whites. Moreover, advocates of this
view maintain that African-American families and subsequently, the black community as
a whole, are hurt by those who do not adhere to conventional gender nonns.
Nevertheless, like Harris, they do not allow that differences in notions of gender amongst
blacks are not the cause of some of the problems that African-Americans face. Instead
these differences can more adequately be described as a realistic representation of black
manhood and black womanhood.
Black novelists and poets embrace this belief by creating characters and
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descriptions of individuals who resist confonning to traditional mores and the effect that
such actions have upon not only their personas and lives, but also the effect upon the
well-being of their families and relationships with friends and lovers. The purpose of this
text is to examine the works of such writers and to more accurately determine the effects
of gender issues upon relationships among African-Americans which are created through
literature.
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Chapter One: The Movement and Social Mores
Unfortunately, there seems to be some confusion in the Movement today as to who has
been oppressing whom. Since the advent ofBlack power, the Black male has exerted a
more prominent leadership role in our strugglingforjustice in this country. He sees the
systemfor what it really isfor the most part, but where he rejects its values and mores
and many issues, when it comes to women, he seems to take his guidelinesfrom the pages
ofthe Ladies’Home Journal.
-Frances Beal, Double Jeopardy: To be Black and Female, 1969
In Alice Walker’s “Her Sweet Jerome,”, a nameless female protagonist finds
herself at odds with the specter of adultery. Mrs. Jerome Franklin Washington is
depicted as a pitifully uneducated, unattractive woman attempting to attain some
semblance of stability and self-respect through her loveless marriage. At the beginning
of the story, Mrs. Washington is rejected by her father in tenns offinancial support, but is
resolute in her ability to provide her own means of subsistence as a successful hairstylist
and business owner. Eventually, she projects her pride in self-accomplishment onto her
capacity for not only obtaining a husband, but providing financially for him.
Though she initially recognizes Jerome’s physical attractiveness,it is the promise
of pleasing him through material possessions which rouses her to action, convincing
herself that marrying him is the right course of action. Throughout the marriage, she
employs several methods to ensure that she has acquired the much sought after black
elitist femininity. She attempts to epitomize the archetypal “good” black woman in that
she marries a schoolteacher, whose occupation, it is implied, is a rare and valued
commodity in her community. Her father offers to financially support Jerome due to the
fact that he is a welcome addition as a schoolteacher to a family “which consisted of
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funeral directors and bootleggers”(Walker 26).
While she constantly displeases her husband and is the victim of physical abuse
committed by a man who is supposedly “every inch the gentleman”(Walker 26), she
cannot disengage herself from what appears to be her only sense of well-being within the
midst of illusion. In her perpetual state of illusion, she is unable to truly express herself
to her peers, her husband, or herself It is revealed in the text that during Jerome’s abuse
the protagonist does not know “whether to laugh or cry”(Walker 27). Essentially, she is
a nameless,“ghost” of a woman with neither the ability to communicate her feelings nor
retain a grasp upon reality. Yet, the narrator maintains that through all of her trials, “her
public manner was serene”(Walker 27).
The protagonist seems to insist that she consistently present herself as an
exemplar of perfect womanhood,though it is apparent that she always falls short of her
feminine ideal. For instance, she endeavors to represent the envied position of middle
class black women by displaying certain mannerisms, such as drinking coffee while
holding “the cup over the saucer with her little finger sticking out,” and crossing “her
short hairy legs at the knees” while doing so (Walker 27). Her husband laughs at “her
high heels as she teetered and minced off to church on Sunday mornings, with her hair
greased and curled and her new dress bunching up at the top of the girdle”(Walker 27).
She is the antithesis of the beautiful, elegant middle class black woman she is trying to
become.
Yet, she is not solely looking for her husband’s approval. Most importantly, Mrs.
Washington is also seeking the approbation of her female peers. The text mentions that
her “captive” audience, namely her salon customers, are usually forced to wimess her
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performances, or risk retribution from a hot comb wielding Mrs. Washington.
Nevertheless, Mrs. Washington attempts to perform in front of her customers displays her
need to compete with these women.
By all accounts, Mrs. Washington is perceived by her peers as hopelessly
engrossed in the effort of presenting a “suitable” image to the public, specifically that of
not being necessarily proudly self-sufficient, but proudly the chosen spouse of Jerome
Franklin Washington. In the story, Mrs. Washington constantly reiterates her allegedly
privileged position to the visible amusement of her peers who know the truth of her
relationship with Jerome. She would proclaim, “I just don’t know how some womens
(sic) can stand it, honey. One thing my husband does not do, he don’t beat me”(Walker
27)! Her patrons nod affinnatively to her declaration while staring at her blackened eye
or exchanging knowing glances with other women.
One pertinent aspect of Mrs. Washington’s behavior is her intentional avoidance
of the fact that she is her husband’s source of financial support. In order to maintain her
status as the successful black woman,she cannot assert her own success, but rather only
that of her husband. He must constantly be depicted as an attractive, intelligent man so
that her own status may be elevated along with his, in accordance with popular gender
nonns regarding “proper” power dynamics in relationships. The protagonist is aware of
the social construction which would label entrepreneurship, outspokenness, and even
fighting for the recognition of one’s dignity as “unfeminine.”
Within the African-American community, Mrs. Washington’s monetary success
and refusal to be a victim of abuse would possibly be seen by some individuals as signs
of her compliance with black matiiarchy. Patricia Hill Collins maintains in her text,
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Black Feminist Thought, that “Aggressive, assertive women are penalized- they are
abandoned by their men, end up impoverished, and are stigmatized as being unfeminine”
(Collins 77). Moreover, black women who are subjected to this social norm are also
usually unwitting participants in the propagation of the notion within society. The Black
feminist activist Pauli Murray claims that “A system of oppression draws much of its
strength from the acquiescence of its victims, who have accepted the dominant image of
themselves and are paralyzed by a sense of helplessness”(Collins 99).
Essentially, Mrs. Washington is forced to submit to societal notions of“true”
womanhood and femininity because of her and her peers’ tacit approval of this ideal. In
order to become the feminine, refined woman she desires to be, she must create and
maintain a certain persona to not only retain her husband, but to also prove to her
contemporaries that she is able to abide by the western norms imposed by both the white
majority and her black female peers.
Nonetheless, the protagonist fails to succumb to the societal norms which would
render her enduringly silent and mistreated. Mrs. Washington’s eventual downfall can be
correlated to her refusal to accept the belief that romantic relationships between black
women and men must abide by western norms. Her reaction is almost directed
specifically towards the facet ofthe western ideal that detennines that women should
sacrifice their needs and desires for the sake of their men and relationships. In Black
Feminist Criticism. Barbara Christian offers a vivid explanation of the motivations
involved in the protagonist’s rejection of gender noons through a general observation
regarding Alice Walker‘s “contrary” characters in In Love and Trouble.
Christian states, The way in which Walker uses her point of view characters is
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not mere technique, but an indication of how free her protagonists are to be themselves
within the constraints of convention. If they cannot act, they speak. Ifthey cannot speak,
they can at least imagine, their interiority being inviolate, a place where they can exercise
autonomy, be who they are. Through act, word, or dream, they naturally seek to be
‘characteristically and spontaneously’ themselves”(Christian 34). Because of Mrs.
Washington’s initial attempts to attain a skewed sense offemininity included her denial
of a search for self and the gamering of a voice, she is not “free,” according to the
definition concerning Walker’s characters maintained by Christian. She cannot act,
speak, or imagine in a way that reflects her persona. Instead, she is doomed by
irrationality and confusion.
Mrs. Franklin first becomes aware of her husband’s “infidelity” by the sly hints
and gossip of her salon’s patrons. One woman says that,“Your old man’s puttin’
something over on you, sweets,” while another one states that “Your cute little man is
sticking his finger into somebody else’s pie”(Walker 28). It does not appear that the fact
that Jerome is not honoring his vows of marriage is the source of Mrs. Franklin’s hurt and
subsequent frenzied reactions. She is said to not be surprised by this revelation because
of her awareness of her lack of physical affection from Jerome, or her knowledge that
her own pie was going- and for the longest time had been going-strictly untouched'
(Walker 28). It seems that Mrs. Franklin is more alarmed by the thought that her peers are
no longer afraid to give their opinions concerning the mmored shameful state of affairs
involved in their marriage. Her one source of stability, namely her social position, is
suddenly in jeopardy and she feels forced to scour the town for the object of her
husband‘s affection.
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Mrs. Washington’s period of tumultuous pursuit of her husband’s lover leads her
to “whorehouses and to prayer meetings”(Walker 28). She violently interrogates women
in town with weapons, asking “You been messin’ with my Jerome(Walker 29)” while
her previous preoccupation with her physical appearance and hygiene diminishes
drastically. Ultimately, she is led towards a place that is forbidden to her, the meeting
place of intellectuals and political activists. At the house, Mrs. Washington becomes
mindful of the fact that she is ignorant of the words and phrases that emanate from the
assembly, such as “slave trade,” “violent overthrow,” “off de pig,” and “revolution”
(Walker 32).
During her exposure to her husband’s friends and political leanings, Mrs.
Washington discovers that she is unable to comprehend what is happening at the meeting.
She is described as “shaking by the door, trying so hard to understand she felt she was
going to faint”(Walker 32). She is belittled by a member ofthe group and is then
purposefully ignored by her husband and his colleagues. She leaves the meeting and
returns to her home still in search of clues that will lead her to “something,something.
some little thing that was escaping her”(Walker 33).
She finally becomes aware of the fact that Jerome is not having an affair in the
sense that he has a relationship with another woman when she discovers several black
revolutionary texts. She detennines that Jerome’s infidelity does not involve another
woman, but rather his vehement support of several ideals that have stunted her
intellectual and emotional growth. His participation in this movement seeks to in some
way to refute the importance of her work and lifestyle. In other words, Jerome’s efforts
as a civil rights activist appear to be the most vexing to Mrs. Franklin, the ultimate
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betrayal.
For the first time during the length ofthe story, Mrs. Franklin’s true sentiments
are revealed without hindrance from societal mores or pressures. She is described as
thinking,“How many times had she encouraged his light reading? How many times been
ignorantly amused? How many times had he laughed at her when she went out looking
for ‘his’ women? With a sob, she realized she didn’t even know what the word
revolution” meant, unless it meant to go round and round, the way her head was going’
(Walker 34). With this description. Walker is conveying the frustration felt by Mrs.
Washington when she realizes that Jerome had never cared to include her in his activist
causes, making her feel invisible and unnecessary to a struggle that, in actuality, sought
to liberate her from society’s tendency to stymie her emotional and intellectual
development.
Throughout their marriage, Jerome insisted that Mrs. Franklin never enter his
realm of intellectualism. Jerome persisted in restricting Mrs. Franklin from knowledge
that would essentially undennine the boundaries between two worlds, one of activism
and elitism and the other of working class culture and traditional values. Mrs. Franklin
recalls the many instances in which she was compelled to remain a voiceless, nonentity
for the sake of the progression of her husband’s work. She remembers how she
encouraged his activities and condoned his condescending behavior with a weighty
bitterness when she realizes that her actions further promoted her own self-destruction.
Walker uses several methods of alluding to the fact that the some facets of the
civil rights movement negated the importance of certain aspects of African-American
culture, such as issues concerning the working class population. Although Jerome and
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his compatriots seem to be working in the interests oflower income individuals through
their support for a “violent overthrow (Walker 32),” in reality, their actions signify their
desire to suppress the advancement of particular members ofthe indigent population.
especially that of African-American women.
There is an obvious reference to Jerome’s involvement with communism with
Walker’s description of his friends as “comrades.” Tenets ofcommunism stressed the
necessity of political activism and social equality, but also historically left AfiicanAmericans desiring more attention to their specific interests (Markowitz, 2003). This is
also the case in “Her Sweet Jerome.” There is a distinctive element of exclusion
prevalent in the story which serves to restrict Mrs. Washington from a more equal
position with that of her husband. To put it succinctly, she is not allowed to become the
recognized “proper” spouse of Jerome because she has been dubbed as the “other,” or the
excluded outsider.
The women in Jerome’s circle of friends are also very critical of Mrs.
Washington. The majority of the women ignore her, while one particularly cruel woman
patronizes Mrs. Washington by asking her laughingly if she came to the meeting to “join
the revolution”(Walker 32). The women in the group are a cohesive unit, essentially all
possessing the same physical characteristics and political ideologies. They all have
short kinky hair and large hoop earrings. They stuck together, calling themselves by
what they teimed their “African” names, and never went to church”(Walker 31).
These women are preoccupied with presenting an image to the world of
afrocentricity, intelligence, and strength. It can easily be inferred that Mrs. Washington
and the women in Jerome’s group share the same tendency of and pressure to confonu to
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certain ideals. Both Mrs. Washington and the revolutionary black women are pitted
against each other in a struggle to determine the best personification of black
womanhood, either revolutionary afrocentricity or respectability according to adherence
of western mores.
Yet, the significant fact to consider is that Mrs. Washington is unable to
completely reject or accept a position because of her inability to discover and nurture her
selfhood. While she chooses to become a follower of western norms at the beginning of
the story, she fails to uphold the directives of that ideology. Walker reaffirms that Mrs.
Washington’s failure to uphold these directives are directly related to Jerome’s
infidelity.
The gossip of the salon patrons consisted of customers stating to Mrs.
Washington that, “Your cute little man is sticking his finger into somebody else’s pie'
and that “Your old man’s puttin something over on you, sweets”(Walker 28). Mrs.
Washington is a vulnerable black woman in the sense that she cannot precisely follow the
western ideals imposed upon her. She is a working class, unattractive, unintelligent
woman and as such she is susceptible to the full brunt of the black revolutionary
movement’s assault upon black women. The salon patrons are precise in describing Mrs.
Washington’s predicament as the product of purposeful abandonment and deceit.
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Chapter Two: Confusion and Deflance Involved in the Movement
A true understanding of the context in which Alice Walker’s In Love & Trouble
requires a knowledge of the effect of the civil rights movement upon the AfricanAmerican community. While the civil rights era ushered in a time of questioning and
dismantling white male dominance, it also provoked a feeling of confusion amongst
blacks in regards to power dynamics in the African-American community, specifically
blacks faced the decision to either follow a model of gender roles similar to western
ideals or to fonu their own.
Two black female activists summed up the differences from the divergent
viewpoints. Margaret Wright embraced the Movement because of the economic equality
it promised. She stated that she knew that black women had taken jobs “mopping floors
and stuff like that(White 202)” because black men were not given jobs. However, she
balked at the idea of male dominated households: “Black men used to admire the black
women for all they’d endured to keep the race going. Now the black man is saying he
wants a family structure like the white man’s. He’s got to be head ofthe family and
women have to be submissive and all that nonsense...Hell, the white woman is already
oppressed in that setup”(White 203).
In contrast, the singer Majorie Barnes saw important topics relating to household
structure such as economic power as integral to the detennination of authority in familial
settings. She welcomed the Movement’s strides towards economic equality in that it
gave black men more economic power, possibly shifting the existing matriarchal system
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to one of patriarchal. Barnes maintained that “competing with them {black men} for jobs
would just add to the problems that already exist”(White 203). She implied that black
women either were not destined to be or did not desire to be heads of households by
stating that “it happened out of economic necessity”(White 203). She encouraged the
domination of black men in families.
While black women were at odds over issues concerning authority in the
household with black men, they also discovered difficulties being accepted into the
mainstream women’s movement in which factors, such as racism and unintentionally or
intentionally excluding black women from the general ideal of womanhood, played
significant roles. The problems experienced by black women in their quest to both attain
socioeconomic empowennent as women and maintain healthy, supportive relationships
with black men can all be traced to misperceptions surrounding the definition and
implications of black womanhood.
As previously stated, black women have traditionally been denied various aspects
of conventional womanhood,such as femininity. As a result, there was a persistent void
concerning what supposedly defined black womanhood, if such a concrete definition
could be ascertained, and more relevantly, why black women could not create their own
sense of selfhood. This void led to the trials imposed by leaders of the various
progressive social movements of the twentieth century. Not only were black women in
need of awareness of self and the power to shape their own personas and destinies, they
also lacked the knowledge involved in creating the means toward self awareness and
construction of individual self-identities.
Alice Walker sensed the prevailing dearth of infomiation amongst black women.
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While simultaneously attempting to bridge the gap between western ideals of
womanhood and black female consciousness, she found that black women felt not only
discriminated against, but also ostracized from society because they did not possess a
collective identity fonued through shared individual experiences. To this end, Walker
created a body of work and even new definitions to describe black womanhood to address
the problems African-American women faced as they worked to affect positive change in
various social movements.
In one text, “One Child of One’s Own,” Walker offers her own experiences as a
professor to elaborate on the commonplace difficulties black women faced in social
interactions and within the broader based Women’s Rights Movement. She presents a
dialogue between a student and herself(“Our Mother”) when there is a reference made
towards black women’s involvement in the Women’s Movement and towards black
womanhood itself;
White Student Feminist: "Do you think Black women artists should work in the
Black community^?”
Our Mother: "At leastfor a period in their lives. Perhaps a couple ofyears,just
to give back some of what has been received."
White Student Feminist: "But ifyou say that Black women should work in the
Black community, you are saying that race comes before sex. What about Black
feminists? Should they be expected to work in the Black community? And ifso,
isn V this a betrayal oftheirfeminism? Shouldn 7 they work with women?"
Our Mother: "But ofcourse Black people come in both sexes.”
(Pause, while largely white audience, with sprinkle ofperplexed Blacks, ponders
this possibility)(qtd. In All The Women are White, All the Men are Black).

In the dialogue, Walker is forced to explain what should be an obvious fact for the
white student feminist: that black people do indeed “come in both sexes” and that what is
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supposedly appropriate in tenns of importance for a race is most certainly not always
applicable to every member of that race, specifically along gender lines, nor does it mean
that in some cases race supersedes gender in significance. Because ofthe historic refusal
of American society to recognize black womanhood,black women are sometimes only
seen as only black or only women; there are no allowances for both.
Walker dealt with the absence of a social identity for black women by creating the
tenn “womanism. Womanism was created because, according to Walker, she disliked
having to add a color in order to become visible, as in blackfeminist. Womanism gives
us a word of our own”(Walker, 1984). Womanism is more fully described in terms of its
functionality within feminism with the analogy,"Womanist is to feminist as purple to
lavender”(Walker, 1984). In this sense. Walker sought to more accurately posit the
experiences of African-American women by elaborating on the tendency ofthe feminist
movement itself and others to exclude black women from feminism. With a term like
womanism, black women could become more empowered by including their “racialized
and often class-located experience(s) to the gendered experience(s)” to the definition of
feminism (Reader’s Companion, 1984).
Though womanism can essentially be seen as a broad tenn encompassing the
experiences of a group of women who retain innumerable and varied experiences, the
creation of the tenn illustrates the necessity of constructing a universal standard that does
not compromise the integrity of individual histories, but still unites those histories with a
common thread. Alice Walker’s short stories in “In Love and Trouble” decidedly offer
that common thread through intimate and diverse views of the problems faced by
African-American women in their search for empowennent and recognition through the
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creation of singular identities.
In a dramatic shift from the lack of awareness ofthe necessity of black female
selfliood in “Her Sweet Jerome,” Walker makes it a point to include a scenario in her text
in which a strong sense of African-American womanhood is defended against all odds,
especially against opposition from male domination. In “The Child Who Favored
Daughter,” Walker presents the difficulties associated with attaining a selfhood coupled
with intense social pressures and psyche rending effects of racism and sexism. The story
begins with a preface by an anonymous author who cleverly and humorously questions
the thoughts of what seems to be a father’s attitude towards his daughter’s burgeoning
puberty; “That my daughter should fancy herself in love with any man! How can this
be?”(Walker 35).
The father knowingly and almost proudly ignores the fact that his daughter will
become a woman who will become sexually active. The father described in the preface
mirrors the father in the story of“The Child Who Favored Daughter,” but lacks the
almost primal visceral response that the man, who is said to be ''Father,judge, giver of
life ”(35), experiences when confronted with his daughter’s sexuality. He possesses a
letter to his daughter’s white lover that confirms her deep feelings for her lover and also
her sense of independence.
The father in the stoiy is not necessarily a man interested in protecting his
daughter’s chastity as a passage from the story may suggest: “If he cannot frighten her
into chastity with his voice he will threaten her with the gun”(Walker 37). Instead, the
father is far more concerned with his emotional pain, loss of power and even a plaguing
sense of inadequacy that his daughter’s choice in lovers elicits. The daughter has taken a
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white lover which rails against every belief of racial pride, loyalty, and purity that her
father retains.
Still, what appears to be the oddest aspect of this story is the fact that the father is
not necessarily hurt as he is a victim of a kind of psychosis. He cannot separate his
reaction towards his own daughter without referring to past memories of his sister who
was called “Daughter. The father is plagued by his memories of his sister. Daughter,
who also chose to take a white lover who coincidentally owned the land on which her
father and brother toiled as near-slave laborers. Daughter’s presence in the father’s
memories is a constant source of pain for him as a remembers a young woman who
though “like honey, tawny, wild and sweet(Walker 38)” became a crazed, former shell of
herself after taking a white man as her lover.
It can be assumed that the name ofthe father’s sister was not actually
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Daughter,” but that she had never actually had the privilege of being called by her birth
I

name. Rather, she was called by her status in the family as a blatant means of
dehumanizing her. In Black Feminist Criticism: Perspectives on Black Women Writers.
Barbara Christian offers an explanation of how the implications ofthis kind of naming
have destructive consequences for this family.
Christian states that “his sister, is called ‘Daughter,’ the original Daughter, rather
than a particular name. Her image blots out all individualized details in other women.
until all women, especially those who are fragmented bits of himself, are destined to
betray him. Sister, Daughter, he perceives them and their actions as a judgement(sic) of
his own worth and capacity to be loved. From his perspective, because they have such
power over him, they cannot exist apart from him. They must exist for him, because of
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him. Thus he must control them”(Christian 49). In short, the unique qualities of all
women become irrelevant facts to the father in his quest to stop the women in his life
from betraying him.
Also, Christian examines the fact that the father believes that the way that the
women in his life behave are reflections upon his power and the fact that he and the
women are inextricably linked. Yet, the father does not consider that the manner in
which her perceives the behavior of the women in his life reflect his connections of his
own making between his self-worth and his ability to control women. Because his
daughter and sister take white lovers, as a man who is controlled by white supremacy, he
cannot protect them from injury nor prevent his family members from leading
independent lives. Essentially, he is rendered impotent.
His outrage at the helm of such a devastating blow to his manhood is best
summarized in the passage when he explains his feelings after Daughter is found dead:
That she had given herself to the lord of his own bondage was what galled him! And
that she was cut down so! He could not forgive her the love she gave that knew nothing
of master and slave. For though her own wound was a bitter one and in the end fatal, he
bore a hurt throughout his life that slowly poisoned him. In a world where innocence and
guilt became further complicated by questions of color and race, he felt hesitant and
weary of living as though all the world were out to trick him”(Walker 40). The father’s
apprehensiveness towards race relations are also best conveyed through the passage in
which he provides a ample basis for his psychosis that springs from his inability to deal
with change and taboo issues of race and sexuality.
He feels as though his particular situation should be handled and viewed in a
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socially appropriate manner, but his neuroses does not allow him to easily determine
what exactly is a socially appropriate response to male powerlessness and deviance from
racial and sexual norms. Alice Walker has allowed the father to posit his experience
within the greater context of the African-American familial experience so that his
thoughts seems to speak for not only himself, but also the greater African-American
community.
Barbara Christian investigates Walker’s usage of language in regards to this
family’s position as voice of the African-American community’s biases and fears.
Christian states that “the ‘she’ and ‘he’ used in the absence of personalized names give
the characters an archetypal quality, as if the Child stands not only for this individual
black woman, but for all daughters who have transgressed against their father’s law; and
the Father stands not only for this bitter black man,but for all fathers who have been
sinned against by their daughters”(Christian 39). Christian maintains that the non¬
specific language that Walker uses in the story leads to a sense that this family is in some
way a part of the collective African-American experience.
It was stated earlier that the usage ofthe name “Daughter” dehumanized the
woman who bore that moniker. Christian goes further with this assessment by equating
the constant use of pronouns as a means to creating a certain model that removes
individuality and encourages affiliation with a broader consciousness. However,the crux
of this reality is the difficulty encountered by the daughter and the father as it is revealed
that they have differing opinions as to how family dynamics are supposed to occur.
Christian states that “since the Father, not the Child, defines himself as a
patriarch. The Child does not see him as Father but as her father. There are other men
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who exist besides him; other laws that also govern. Her act proclaims this...To the man
in this story, he is Father, she is Daughter, a possessive relationship that admits no
knowledge of any individual histories or desires”(Christian 39-40). The father refuses to
acknowledge that he is an individual capable of being defined in a manner other than
what western nonns traditionally detennine to be “proper” manhood, e.g. powerful and
superior to women.
The daughter is repressed by the American ideals of convention and self
sufficiency that simultaneously encourage her father to control her life while enticing her
to seek out independence through asserting her desires and individuality. The father and
the daughter are at odds with the way in which American society affects their gendered
roles in their family. Still, it is the father who is unable to reconcile the cultural issues
involved in his daughter’s decision with his determination of self worth which is
connected to his sense of power in the broader American context. While the daughter is
able to recognize that her sexuality is reflective of her own normalcy and justifiable
assertiveness through her refusal to deny her feelings for her lover, the father is unable to
find a way to handle his daughter’s supposed betrayal without resorting to destroying a
part of himself
As referred to previously, the father feels that his persona and status as a male is
directly correlated to the status of his family, or to the extent his power influences the
structure of his family. When the father realizes that he cannot control his daughter’s
sexuality, he resorts to physical and verbal violence to punish her in the hopes that her
desires will turn to shame and suppression of those desires. Yet, he is unsuccessful and,
moreover, only worsens his psychosis as a result. In an effort to force his daughter to
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refute her emotions, he resorts to calling her a “white man’s slut(41)” and even using
religion to cajole her into disposing her independence. Nevertheless, the daughter will
not succumb to her father’s intervention.
Subsequently, the father’s wish to impose his power and retain loyalty from his
daughter dramatically shifts from that of self-preservation to self-destruction. After his
first confrontation with and consequent beating of his daughter, he cannot help to recall
that a portion of the daughter’s letter to her lover: “Jealousy is being nervous about
something that has never, and probably won’t ever, belong to you”(42). Essentially, the
fact that the issue ofjealously plagues the father continuously leads one to believe that he
actually covets his daughter.
It is not easily detennined if the father either desires his daughter sexually or
merely to control her sexuality. Nonetheless, it is evident that there is a persistent
jealously that hinges on sexual tension which exists when the father attempts to control
his daughter. The father, however, is definitely not comfortable with his feelings
associated with his daughter’s alleged betrayal and possession of a lover. For example.
during one instance, “without wanting it his eyes travel heavily down the slight, roundly
curved body and rest on her offerings to her lover in the letter.(41)” This passage vividly
illustrates the intense struggle the father encounters with his daughter and the heightening
anxiety associated with controlling her sexuality.
When the father issues one last ultimatum to his daughter, she steadfastly rejects
it: “He begs her hoarsely, when it clears for him that she is his daughter, and not
Daughter, his first love, if she will deny the letter. Deny the letter; the paper eaten and
the ink drunk, the words never wrung from the air. Her mouth curls into Daughter’s own
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hilarity. She says quietly no. No, with simplicity, a shrug, finality. No.(44)” It is
revealed in this passage that the father is not so detached from reality that he cannot
distinguish between his daughter and his sister, Daughter. One may also be led to the
conclusion that he controls the ability to see whichever form of“daughter” he wishes to.
depending upon the circumstances.
During this confrontation, he focuses upon giving his recognized daughter a
second chance, but one cannot help to believe that he is simply seeking an occasion of
which to overcome whatever sexual tension there is between him and his daughter. He
remembers that his sister. Daughter, is his “first love” and he does not want to further
complicate his “familial” love with sexual love. However, he will only entertain this idea
of becoming a father figure if his daughter refutes the contents ofthe letter to her lover.
The father will only become a supportive, loving father if she denies her “betrayal” and.
essentially, becomes sexually unavailable and the possession of her father. To put it
succinctly, the father is unable to separate his feelings offatherly disappointment with his
feelings ofjealously and sexual refusal.
The evidence of this fact is revealed through the father’s reaction to his daughter’s
last rejection of his demands and, ultimately, her affimiation of her independence and
unwavering sense of self worth. The daughter knows that her life is coming to an end
and angers her father even more by acknowledging this by nonchalantly saying,“going’
and without resisting. By doing so, she further emasculates her father by taking the
decision to kill her away from him. The realization that his daughter his robbed him even
more of his masculinity leads him into a frenzy filled state. When he strikes her to the
ground, he sees that her blouse as slipped off. He responds by violently twisting her
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breasts and becoming aware that he is “suddenly burning with unnamable desire”(45).
Undoubtedly, this desire originates from his inability to separate his father figure status
from his jealous and sexually repressed manhood.
The most intriguing aspect of this horrific episode is the depiction of the father’s
mental state as he is cutting his daughter’s breasts away and finally feeding them to his
hungry dogs: “In his agony he draws the girl away from him as one pulling off his own
anu”(45). In this instance, Alice Walker further elucidates the implications involved
when the male power is confronted with female self-determinism. As stated earlier, the
father felt that he could not extract his sense of self from that of his status as dominant
male over “his” women. When Walker uses the phrase “as one pulling offhis own arm’
to describe the father’s murder of his daughter, she astutely expresses the violence
associated not necessarily with the killing of a daughter by her father, but rather the
circumstances that encouraged the violence to be warranted and necessary in the mind of
a man who fears emasculation.
When Walker wrote this short story, she was concerned with the status of women.
particularly how they define themselves and the manner in which they retain that
definition. The women in “The Child Who Favored Daughter” are steadfastly
independent and courageous. Yet, their lives are ended not because of their relations to
men, but rather the reaction of men to varying degrees of social pressures and psychic
destruction. The women in the story are nameless so that they might perhaps represent
and inspire African-American women in their search and creation for a positive selfhood.
The man in the story is also nameless so that he might embody the consequences of a
society that seeks to liken gender roles with self worth.
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Chapter Three: Discovering a Sense of Self
For an author, regarding canons, it is very simple: infifty, a hundred or more years his
or her work may be relishedfor its beauty^ or its insight or it may be condemnedfor its
vacuousness and pretension - andjunked. Or infifty or a hundred years the critic (as
canon builder) may be applaudedfor his or her intelligent scholarship and powers of
assertions ofpower - andjunked. It's possible that the reputations ofboth will thrive, or
that both will decay. In any case, asfar as thefuture is concerned, when one writes, as
critic or as author, all necks are on the line.
-Toni Morrison, Unspeakable Things Unspoken: The Afro-American Presence in
American Literature.

In Toni Morrison’s article, “Unspeakable Things Unspoken: The Afro-American
Presence in American Literature, she argues that debates surrounding the viability ofthe
traditional literary canon have been increasing due to feminist scholarship. She
compliments the progress of literary discourse with the realization that though
controversies would usually ensue if she used words such as “white” and “race” in her
discussion of literature, the words could in fact be allowed. Morrison protests the
apparent divergence between “American literature” and culturally specific literature, such
as African-American literature. Native American literature, etc. and questions the basis
for that divergence which is rooted in the tenets ofthe traditional canon, e.g. maintaining
supposed “standards,” and values within literature.
She states, “Yet of what use is it to go on about “quality” being the only criterion
for greatness knowing that the definition of quality is itself the subject of much rage and
is seldom universally agreed upon? What is possible is to try to recognize, identify and
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applaud the fight for and triumph of quality when it is revealed to us and to let go the
notion that only the dominant culture or gender can make those judgments,identify that
quality or produce if'(Morrison 25). Morrison’s beliefs, which almost certainly stem
from her own battles to succeed as an African-American author, emphasize the
importance of creating a more balanced forum for literary criticism.
She further states in her article that “Those who claim the superiority of Western
culture are entitled to that claim only when Western civilization is measured thoroughly
against other civilizations and not found wanting, and when Western civilization owns up
to its own sources in the cultures that preceded if’(Morrison 25). With mainly only the
standards imposed by notions of western superiority to judge literature, African American
women writers are often confronted with both the segregation of their literature from
more “mainstream” sources and also critics that attempt to merge their literature within a
framework that disallows the unique expression of African American voices.
In Toni Morrison’s latest novel, Love, critics vary in their approach to what the
novel contributes to literature as a whole. Michiko Kakutani ofthe New York Times
stated that, “Although galleys of Toni Morrison's "Love" herald it as a "major new novel,'
the book is in fact one of her slighter efforts. Certainly it is more engaging than
"Paradise," her flatfooted and highly schematic 1998 novel, but at the same time it lacks
the magic and mythic ambition of her 1987 masterpiece,"Beloved," and the bravura
blending of the ordinary and the fablelike that distinguished her earlier fiction'
(Kakutani, 2003). While Kakutani’s assessment of Morrison’s novel presents an
engaging argument about the quality of this work as compared to her previous texts, it
does not take into account Morrison’s voice as an Afiican-American woman, arguably a
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major component of the novel.
Kakutani primarily focuses upon her previous works and their literary merit in
tenns of standardized literary criticism. He also asserts that, “Indeed, much of‘Love’
reads like an awkward retread of ‘Sula’ and ‘Tar Baby’ combined: once again, we are
given a story about the long relationship oftwo women who have known each other since
childhood; once again, we are given a story about a dysfunctional family living in what
was once a seeming paradise”(Kakutani). Kakutani fails to recognize that Love is
drastically different from her other novels in that it presents a radically novel view of the
variants of romantic and familial love in an African-American family that is controlled by
black masochism.
Denis Hellmann, a critic for the “San Francisco Chronicle,” presents a more
balanced view of Morrison’s work:
The narrative terrain covered by Morrison will befamiliar to her readers. It is
the African American experience as seen through the microcosm ofafamily
histojy, and it is a histoiy with many claimants, including shadows and ghosts
from the past. This is not to say that "Love"is a simple rehash ofMorrison's
earlier labors. There is new territory explored here. The most distinctive
difference is that it is a story’ that, while concerned with issues ofrace, is not
predominated by them. More than race, it is a story ofclass,friendship, envy,
obsession and, most important, the machinations oflove. It is also, unlike her
overly ambitious last novel, "Paradise,"a perfectly compacted and utterly
efficient narrative.”
While Hellmann’s statement concedes that Love is reminiscent of Morrison’s
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earlier texts dealing with the African-American familial experience, he still maintains that
this work is original and that there is more to be derived from this story than issues of
race. Hellmann’s article also brings to light the question of whether he is judging the
novel with the assumption that Morrison’s work should primarily focus upon matters
concerning race because she is an African-American. He uses the phrase “not
predominated” to describe Morrison’s supposed lack of emphasis on African-American
experiences, implying that her works are predominantly focused upon racial issues and
that such issues are not inclusive of“class, friendship, envy, obsession and, most
important, the machinations of love”(Hellmann).
The obvious negation of the importance of Morrison’s innovative explication of
black familial dynamics provides basis for the fact that many critics cannot recognize the
significance of the African-American voice when dealing with African-American issues.
Also, these critics choose to separate black experiences from those of more mainstream
experiences, in very much the same way that they separate black literature from
mainstream” literature.
In Morrison’s essay “Unspeakable Things Unspoken: The Afro-American
Presence in American Literature,” she offers her thanks to those critics who “identify the
workings as well as the work; for whom the study of Afro-American literature is neither a
crash course in neighborliness and tolerance, nor an infant to be carried, instructed or
chastised or even whipped like a child, but the serious study of art forms that have much
work to do, but are already legitimated by their own cultural sources and predecessors’
(Morrison 55). Morrison realized that to literary critics, the majority of which have been
subjected to ideals of western superiority, her works must be extremely trying to analyze
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on both a sociological basis and its literary merits.
Still, Morrison attempts to inform her audience ofthe value ofrecognizing the
particular contributions of African-American women writers who seek to give their
audience a unique perspective and oftentimes a crucial explication oftheir community.
She does this by challenging the critics of her works, urging them to look past their
prejudices and unfainiliarity and realize that no matter what the story, black women are
entangled in trials of gendered issues. Though the story may seem to be repetitive or
possibly “devoid” of the “typical” black experience to these critics, it is the voice ofa
multi-faceted African-American woman that deserves to be heard.
Toni Mon ison describes Love as a novel built like a crystal(O Magazine). In
Love, Morrison presents the story of two black women who are haunted by the memory
and influence of a man who takes on many different roles in their lives. Heed and
Christine, best friends as children and enemies while adults, are beleaguered by memories
of Bill Cosey, a rich black entrepreneur, who asserts his will forcefully, no matter what
the consequence, which is subsequently, the well-being of his family. Heed and Christine
are forcibly separated from their friendship as children not entirely by Bill Cosey, but
also by an environment spanning many decades that demands nothing short of absolute
obedience and dependence which spawns the creation of a “necessary” destmction.
While Heed, or “Heed the Night” as she is originally called by her family, grew
up impoverished as one of many children of fish factory workers, Christine was raised as
the privileged granddaughter of Cosey, the only child of his son, Billy and his wife, May.
Bill Cosey, the owner of the only well-known all black coastal resort, decides to take
Heed as his wife after he is widowed. Heed is only eleven years old when she marries
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Cosey. Christine and Heed are eventually forced to acknowledge that Cosey is a man set
f

on attaining his self-absorbed desires, no matter whose lives he destroys.
Christine and Heed are confronted with the fact that Cosey has a perverse nature
i;

at a young age. When he first meets Heed, while she is still a very young child, he
strokes her chin and slowly moves his hand down to caress her breast. Heed is unable to
move or speak because of her state of shock. Cosey moves away quickly but is later
spotted by his granddaughter, Christine, as he masturbates in her room. After this crude
introduction into the realm of adult sexuality, Christine and Heed become understandably
V

confused about the position of Cosey within their lives.
}
[

After Heed and Cosey marry, Christine cannot think of a proper reaction to the

!
marriage. Her childhood friend instantly becomes her step-grandmother and their
friendship disintegrates due to their discomfort and leads eventually to distrust and

i

f'
I

1

hatred. Cosey becomes not only an authority figure, but also a pseudo father figure to
Heed. They have a sexual relationship, but he still disciplines her, even publicly on one
memorable occasion, as if he is her father and she is perpetually his child. Still, Heed is
seen as the “woman of the house,” overwhelming the status and influence of Cosey’s
supposedly “true” family: May and Christine.

1

After Cosey dies, there is no will to be found to allocate portions of his estate
f

correctly. There is only a old menu allegedly written by Cosey that leaves everything to
1
f;

that sweet Cosey child.” Even in death, Cosey allegedly discovers a way to forever
disrupt the hannony of his family and maintain the icy hatred between Heed and

(

Christine who both claim to be the “sweet Cosey child” the letter targets. However, is it
I
j

the fact that Heed desires to be described as a child that cements her strange relationship
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with her husband or is it the fact that she cannot even in her old age ascertain a definition
of self that is womanly and separate from Cosey’s identity?
There is a palpable lack of naming and subsequent empowering imagery of
women in this novel. Cosey is given an array of names as conveyed by Morrison through
her choice of chapter names: “The Portrait,
Lover,” “Husband,” “Guardian,

The Friend,

The Stranger,” “Benefactor,

Father,” and “Phantom.” All the words are used to

illustrate both how Cosey was perceived and the manner in which he dominated every
aspect of this story that includes the experiences ofseveral African-American women,
but concentrates on the meaning of one man’s life.
When Junior Vivian, a runaway, comes into the lives of Heed and Christine as an
assistant,” she too becomes enveloped in the Cosey world of destmctive patriarchy. She
encounters a portrait of Cosey that leads her to calling him her “good man.” Junior,
abused and penniless as a child, begged her mother to give her information about her
estranged father. After her mother refused, Junior vowed to keep “looking out for the
tall, handsome man”(Morrison 55). Morrison emphasizes her obsession with fatherly
figures with the phrase: “She just had to wait,” reinforcing the painful void that even the
spirit of a man like Cosey, though long deceased at this time, could fill.
When Junior meets Heed for the first time. Heed refers to Cosey as “papa” when
identifying him in a portrait, but quickly corrects herself by calling him her “husband.”
The words seem interchangeable for Heed, thus exacerbating the already mystifying
position of Cosey to his family members. Christine cannot abide the thought that Heed
had replaced not only her, but also her mother as the woman of the household.
When she seeks the advice of an attorney to secure her stake in the Cosey estate,
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she explodes when trying to explain the significance ofthis battle for property falling into
disrepair: “1 am the last, the only, blood relative of William Cosey. For free I have taken
care of his house and his widow for twenty years...She is replacing me...Thafs been her
whole life, don't you get it? Replacing me, getting rid of me. I’m always last; all the
time the one being told to go, get out”(95). The reader gets the sense that not only has
Cosey's actions stunted her emotional maturity, but also that she is suffering from a
decades long slight. The pain she feels does not pinpoint her grandfather as the culprit,
but rather that of her childhood friend. Heed, who as an impoverished preteen, did not
actively seek to marry her friend’s wealthy grandfather to deliberately hurt her.
Yet, it does not matter the circumstances surrounding the events or the desire of
those incapacitated by Cosey’s dominance, the emotional hurt is mostly reserved amongst
the women; Cosey was virtually blameless. Christine, the only person to derive pure
pleasure from Cosey's death, still describes him with a sense of his supposed infallibility.
She states, “He was the Big Man who, with no one to stop him, could get away with it
and anything else he wanted. Then there was her mother, who chose to send her away
rather than confront him...the real betrayal, however, lay at the feet of the friend who
grinned happily as she was led down the hall to darkness, liquor, and old man
business...because by then Heed had become grown-up-nasty. Mean enough to set her on
fire” (133). Even with Christine’s awareness of the havoc that Cosey wreaked,she is still
able to blame Heed a pre-pubescent who miraculously turned “grown-up-nasty” of her
own accord overnight.
The hatred that exists between Christine and Heed is best explained by the
narrator at the beginning of the novel who provided invaluable infonnation about the
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evolution" of modem day women:
This is coast country', humid and God-fearing,'wherefemale recklessness runs too
deepfor short shorts or thongs or cameras. But then or now, decent underwear
or none, wild women never could hide their innocence - a kind ofpity-kitty
hopefulness that their prince was on his way... (they) can 7 hide the sugar-child.
the winsome baby girl curled up somewhere inside...Naturally all ofthem have a
sad story...Each stoiy has a monster in it who made them tough instead ofbrave.
so they open their legs rather than their hearts where thatfolded child is tucked.
Sometimes the cut is so deep no woe-is-me tale is enough. Then the only thing
that does the trick, that explains the craziness heaping up, holding down, and
making women hate one another and ruin their children is an outside evil. (4,5)

The narrator detennines that the “nineties women” do not differ dramatically from
the “respectable women who live around here,” in that they are vulnerable, but yet
powerful enough to confront an “outside evil.” In the case of Heed, Christine, and May,it
appears that the outside evil is not Cosey or even a specifically tangible object or
individual. Rather, the outside evil is the force that insists that power is not worth lies,
deceptions, and hate spanning several years. It is an evil that dismantles long-held realms
of authority. Essentially, it is a “womanly” power.
When Heed and Christine spot a woman named Celestial for the first time. May
hurriedly advises them to avoid her at any cost. When asked why she replies, “Because
there is nothing a sporting woman won’t do”(188). Though May’s meaning of the
phrase “sporting woman” most likely hints upon a sexually liberated meaning, the words
are empowering to the girls. They detemiine immediately that the phrase “Hey Celestial’
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is a part of their coded language indicating the acknowledgement of a “particularly bold,
smart, risky thing,” or as if to say,“Amen”(188). The naming used by the women
represents the unity between the “respectable women” of the community and the
“sporting women.”
Both types of women shared the trait of needing liberation from the harsh,
domineering black patriarchy that existed so prevalently in their lives. Both kinds of
women went to extremes to reject the supposition that they were inferior to the men who
attempted to control their lives. Morrison instinctively chose to depict the societal
constraints that virtually forces women to segregate themselves on the basis of
socioeconomic standing and the idea that there exists a supposed distinctive between
good” women and “bad” women. Moreover, she presents the impossibility ofthose
constraints completely encompassing all of the complexities of an African-American
woman’s experiences.
At the end of the novel, it is revealed that Bill Cosey did not die from a heart
attack as what was widely believed by members of the communities and even confirmed
by authorities. He was killed by the one woman who was able to keep the peace and the
estranged members of the Cosey family from killing one another: “L,” the cook at
Cosey’s hotel. L discloses to readers that the menu willing all of Cosey’s possessions to
the “sweet Cosey child” was forgery. She wrote the words to ensure that May,Heed, and
Christine would not be left destitute after Cosey decided to leave all of his estate to his an
unknown, illegitimate child, the daughter of Celestial.
She was the same woman whom Christine’s mother warned May to avoid in
order to restrict the influence of an alleged “sporting woman.” However, it was the
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sporting" habits of men. especially Bill Cosey, that produced a child with Celestial and
coerced her into living the sexually liberated life of a “bad” woman. L acknowledged
that though “he was an ordinary man ripped, like the rest of us, by wrath and love (200),’
he still had to be stopped. She poisoned Cosey, disposed of the genuine will, and quickly
created a false will in its place.
While voicing her reasoning for such a drastic action, L states very astutely what
she believes was Cosey's true motivation for denying his family financial security:
What looked like seven years ofself-pity and remorse >1^05 really vengeance, and
that hatred ofthe women in his house had no level. First they disappointed him,
then they defied him, then they turned his home into a barrel ofquarreling shecrahs and his life's work into a cautionary lesson in black history (Morrison
201).
L said that the bitter animosity amongst the Cosey women was the result of
perhaps a misunderstanding of black history on the part of Bill Cosey. It is initially
difficult to determine what aspect of black history to which L is referring. The audience
recalls May’s difficulty with the emergence of the Civil Rights Movement. She is correct
in detennining that the Movement will result in only a negative outcome for herself,
particularly the well-being of the Cosey hotel. Not only does the desegregation of hotels
spell the end for all black resorts, but it also creates the prevalently held opinion that
Cosey and his ilk promoted segregation and the oppression of blacks to their own benefit.
However, it seems that there is a different facet of black history that L considers
to be hugely influential in the Cosey household. As previously stated, the Civil Rights
Movement played an integral role in relations between African-American men and
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women. There was a decisive split between those who believed that black men and
women should follow gender nornis conceived by traditional western norms and those
who believed that blacks should discover new gender roles. The feud amongst the Cosey
family appears to be the product of a bumbling attempt by Bill Cosey to rigidly impose
gender roles. He installs himself as head of the household and the sole authority figure.
Most importantly, he creates the illusion of his own undeniable attractiveness as a
husband, father, businessman, etc. Even L,the cook who knew every sordid detail of
Cosey’s life, could not help but mourn for the memories he helped to create. In her
monologue as an omniscient spirit, she longs for him along with his forgotten and illtreated mistress. Celestial, as they visit him at his grave: “Once in a while her voice is so
full of longing for him, 1 can't help it. I want something back. Something just for me’
(202). Cosey peipetuates the belief that he is the most important person in the lives ofthe
women around him. The women never fail to believe this assumption.
Moreover, he does not provide the women with an option to challenge this ideal,
such as encouraging their independence or acting to create harmony in the household by
treating each woman as an individual adult and not as a child. By treating the women as
children all of their lives, they become dependent upon him for not only financial security
but also a sense of well being and a sense of a “place” within the world. As AfricanAmerican women,they are hard pressed to deal with both the consequences of being
dependent upon black men, e.g. economically and emotionally tied to individuals who are
often facing intensive economic and emotional subjugation themselves, and the
implications of discovering the “necessity” of a self-hood.
In other words, these women are entirely overwhelmed by the personhood of Bill
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Cosey. There is no way that the women can free themselves of his authority and power.
Though the women may move away or Bill Cosey dies, they are still unable to construct
positive self-hoods for themselves to release the hold of Cosey’s influence and defeat the
discord within the family caused by his egocentric lifestyle. Essentially, the only way to
even slightly diminish the specter of Cosey is through death, deception, and, eventually.
forgiveness. The ties of African-American womanhood could not be completely broken
by Cosey. They are simply confined by his machismo, but released by the overwhelming
desire to discover again the joys of sisterhood as exemplified by Christine and Heed’s
final meeting. Even more relevantly, the ties of Afiican-American womanhood in Toni
Morrison’s Love facilitate the belief that black female autonomy is critical to the welfare
of black women.
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Conclusion
Toni Morrison and Alice Walker both attempt to convey to their readers a fact of
critical importance to not only an African-American female audience, but also those who
would understand that audience and seek to influence some aspect oftheir lives. This
fact is the realization that relationships between all men and women are subject to the
interpretation of cultural gender nornis. However, African-American men and women
are particularly affected by this reality because ofthe large historical, social, and
economic impact of traditional western ideals upon the African-American community.
Black women have been compelled to see themselves as inferior to not only
Caucasian men and women, but also black men and, historically, have been confronted
with appallingly degrading images in popular conceptions. Black women also have to
deal with the presentations of supposedly “correct” or “proper” designations of black
womanhood. Moreover, these designations are often steeped in stereotypical notions.
Essentially, black women have been denied the ability to construct their own versions of
black womanhood.
Authors such as Alice Walker and Toni Morrison have tried to expound upon this
topic, but have usually been met with misunderstanding. Many readers sometimes treat
their writings’ warning against the perpetuation of rigid gender norms as simply "male
bashing”(New Georgia Encyclopedia 2004). It is evident that many readers and non¬
readers alike take too lightly the prospect of African-American women losing autonomy
and the ability and, more importantly, the desire to “name” themselves.
Many examples of the progressively worsening and prevalence of damaging
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gender roles and African-American female imagery can be cited, but it appears that one
of the more invasive examples is the portrayal of black women in the media, especially in
music videos and song lyrics. Rebecca Hall, a lecturer at the University of California,
Berkeley who studies images of black women states that,“The stereotype is everywhere.
Turn on a music video. A black woman is somebody who has excess sexuality spilling
out all over the place. It's excess sexuality that white men are entitled to”(Duke Rape
ScemdaL 2006). In many of these settings, black women have lost any ability to
detennine their selflioods and communicate their humanity. In such settings, they are
mainly treated as sexual objects and less than human, which is ironically the same
treatment of black women that was so destructive and condemned by blacks during the
turn of the twentieth century.
It seems that the most abhon-ent characteristic of this phenomenon is the fact that
this imagei*y is peipetuated and constructed by members of the black community. Black
women are creating and encouraging the ideal that they are vacuous,subhuman,and
purely sexual. What has brought about this change? Is it due to the fact that there is a
possibility that gender roles have gradually become less cumbersome and the result is a
“freer” conception of black women and, subsequently, the denial that images of black
women as purely sexual beings are reflective of a popularly conceived “reality” ? Is it
due to the fact that gender roles are actually tightening their hold on black female
imagery and are promoting the propagation of certain ideals of black womanhood to
further strengthen the influence of those ideals?
Whatever the case, there exists a persistent need to raise the consciousness level
of all individuals in this society to alert them about the consequences of remaining idle
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while negative imagery of African-American women abounds. There also exists the
necessity of promoting consciousness within the black community, specifically educating
individuals about the belief that there should not be a singular approach to the creation of
black womanhood. Black women hold vastly different experiences from one another and
those experiences should be respected and allowed to be voiced regardless of dissension
from those who believe that certain experiences are not“true“ representations of black
womanhood.
Moreover, black women should be warned of the dangers of censorship if they
seek to restrict one woman's voice if her experiences do not uphold societal mores.
Specifically, this consequence results in the loss of a feature ofthe African-American
female experience and a reversal in the progress of black women in creating and
maintaining positive selfhoods.
Most importantly, black women should be given the impetus to become active in
the creation of black womanhood and discouraged from being apathetic to the cause. In
her poem,“I Am Seeking an Attitude,” June Jordan offers an interesting view ofthe
critical nature of this topic through her attempts to raise consciousness:
The neglected legacy ofthe Sixties isjust this: unabashed moral certitude, and the
purit}’-the incredible outgoing energy-ofrighteous rage. Ido not believe that we
can restore and expand thefreedoms that our lives require unless and until we
embrace thejustice ofour rage...Ifwe do not change the language ofcurrent
political discourse, if we do not reintroduce a Right and Wrong, a Good or Evil
mea.surement ofdoers and deeds, then how shall we,finally, argue our cause?
(qtd. in Black Feminist Reader, 178).
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To put it simply, everyone must become enraged by the very thought of vile
misrepresentations and misguided assumptions of African-American women. To merely
state the problem is not enough; everyone must use his or her own sense of absolute
outrage to obtain justice. However, what will it take rouse the “righteous rage” needed
for such action? Pcrliaps, it will take the creation of a novel stressing the importance of
this subject and it will most certainly require the will ofthe reader to understand the
magnitude of African-American female imagery in works of literature.
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